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                        Trust Rianta to cut, stack and package your products. In the bakery industry, our machines have been setting standards in hygiene, reliability and flexibility for over sixty years.
We develop semi- to fully-automatic packaging and closing machines for your requirements - modular, scalable and with a short time-to-market. Investment security is another aspect, because changing shopping and eating habits influence demand. To ensure that you are always one step ahead in the market, we are constantly pushing the limits of what is possible with machines.
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                So that your concept rises like a good dough

                
                                                                                    
                    
                    
                                                            
                                                                
                    
                                                                                                                

                                        
                            
        Customized machine solutions for craft and industry
    
                    

                

                
                                                                                                                                                
                        The right recipe: Rianta Packaging Systems is an expert and global partner for cutting, stacking and packaging your baked goods. From stand-alone machines to fully automatic line solutions, the bakery trade and baking industry can find the right machines from us. What can we successfully bag for you?
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        Industry
    
                                    
                    

                
            

        


        
                            
                From semi- or fully-automated cutting, stacking, packaging and sealing of your baked goods to precise placement in trays or on pallets: Industrial machine solutions from Rianta combine high performance with flexibility. This brings speed to your series production - and lets you respond dynamically to consumer demands. In close cooperation with you, we build efficient and expandable machines. This enables you to meet your production goals today and be prepared for the challenges of tomorrow.
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        Artisan bakeries
    
                                    
                    

                
            

        


        
                            
                The baking trade challenges you every day: Your customers expect consistently high-quality and perfectly packaged baked goods. This requires a lot of manual work. We take some of them off your hands: With machine solutions that pack and seal your baked goods from the very first piece. Effective, flexible and cost-effective. From foil bags to paper bags, from MetalClip to PlasticClip - use the full range of options. So that you gain time for what really counts: Your craft.

                

                                

    


                    


                
            

        





                
                                                            
                
                                    








        
                
    

        
            
            
                        
    
                        
        International Innovation Award for pioneering design and functionality
    
                                
        Award for RIANTA packaging
    

                                    At the International Bakery Exhibition iba, awards were presented for the most innovative products and developments. Among the winners was the RIANTA RS60 packaging system. The machine presents a pioneering, fully automatic and modular solution that has been specially developed for cutting, stacking and packaging bakery products.
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                                     Davor Kovacevic, Managing Director, Rianta packaging systems GmbH
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                Development and innovation are our top priorities; we always want to be at the forefront of technology."


                                    Davor Kovacevic, Managing Director, Rianta packaging systems GmbH

                            

        

    


            

        

    

            

    




                
                                                            
                
                                    








        
                
    

        
            
            
                        
    
                        
        About RIANTA
    
                                
        Your craft is baking, ours is perfect packaging
    
                                    Your products make your customers' everyday lives easier. Our products make your everyday work easier: by simplifying and speeding up the cutting, stacking, packaging and sealing of your food.
From artisan bakeries to food corporations, we support customers worldwide. Together we find solutions for your goals, ideals and production methods. For example, semi-automatic machines for the bakery trade. Or complex plants for industrial production. If required, you can get turnkey systems, from cooling to the ready-packed pallet. 
The range of our lines is as broad as the clientele: Small models with manual loading are suitable for packaging special pastries. For large batches, we offer fully automatic packaging lines. Small or large, you can count on proven technology and hygienic design. When will you get the right support for your everyday production with Rianta?
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        Your career at RIANTA
    
                    

                                                    
                                    
                            
        Do you enrich our team with your talent?
    
                                    
                    

                
            

        


        
                            
                There are many good reasons to join us. For example, a stable professional future in a family-owned company with the performance strength of a corporate Group. Or demanding, exciting tasks with a high degree of personal responsibility.
And last but certainly not least, we offer team spirit, esteem, and genuine togetherness. In short, an atmosphere where people feel welcome. Are you ready to grow? 
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